
Inspired by leading hotel designers and 
industry professionals, Safemark is unlocking 

an entirely new philosophy for guest room 
security with the LTX-3 safe.  Boasting 

distinctive finish options and a curved, 
elliptical face, the LTX-3 is anything but 

one-dimensional. Capable of housing 17” 
laptops, tablets, purses and much more, this 
sophisticated safe is sure to captivate guests 

while complementing the unique interior 
design of each room.

EXTRAORDINARY  INNOVATION

LTX-3  
  Coming together is a beginning. 
      Keeping together is progress. 
      Working together is success.   

– Henry Ford
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LTX-3
DEPENDABLE
SECURITY

Hotels depend on reliable, emergency access 
to their safes and Safemark’s optional high-
security, MedecoTM override key system delivers 
confidence. Concealed behind a magnetic 
plate, the UL-rated MedecoTM cylinders are 
customized to each property with a unique 
pinning code. Unlike skeleton keys, the 
MedecoTM key cannot be unknowingly copied 
and additional keys are only available from the 
manufacturer with proper authority.  The lock is 
virtually pick proof and cannot be bumped.

Safemark’s Emergency Handheld Override 
(EHO) provides added security with password 
protected access and easy-to-use Windows-
based software for the industry’s most 
comprehensive audit trail. The LTX-3 also 
includes an exclusive $10,000 warranty 
against theft by forced entry during the 5-year 
manufacturer’s warranty.

Cleverly concealed
override access behind 
magnetic plate.

240 EVENT AUDIT TRAIL: 
Audit retains the following information: 
>Time/Date of Each Safe 
  Locking/Opening 
>Full Identity (Full Name) of 
  Authorized Staff Members Who 
  Have Opened a Locked Safe 
>Time/Date of Countdowns 
>Time/Date of Medeco™ Key 
  Openings 
>Time/Date of Battery Replacement



 Along with 
    its impressive 
      security and durability, 
       the LTX-3 embraces the 
       importance of design with 
       four signature finishes. Hand 
       selected by over 300 designers
       at an industry trade show, 
      these finishes are sure to 
     compliment any 
  guest room.

DESIGNER
 FINISHES
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Part #B188LTX-3  

>Cold-Rolled Steel Door
>13 Gauge Steel Body
>Two 3/4” (19mm) Diameter 
  Steel Locking Bolts
>Hidden Hinges
>Curved Elliptical Keypad
  for Optimal Viewing
>Integrated Handle
>4 AA Alkaline Batteries
>Windows™ Based Software
>Optional Concealed 
  Medeco™ Fail-Safe Key 
  Lock Override
>Internal Light

>Backlit keypad, display 
  and logo
>Industry-first backlit instructions 
for easy viewing
>Standard finish body: Black
>Standard finish door: Choose
  from one of four designer 
  carbon fiber finishes. Consult 
  your Safemark representative 
  for custom options.
>Optional Color Matched 
  13 1/2” (342.9mm) Pedestal 
>Optional Left/Right Hinging

CONSTRUCTION



Optional 
Pedestal

Elevate your safe 
with a sturdy 13 ½” 

  pedestal, color 
matched to your 
safe’s body finish.

Online
www.safemark.com
sales@safemark.com
Skype:  Safemark

International
asiapacific@safemark.com
emea@safemark.com
latinamerica@safemark.com
canada@safemark.com
china@safemark.com

Headquarters
2101 Park Center Dr.
Suite 125
Orlando, FL  32835
800-255-8818 Phone
407-299-0044 Phone
407-299-7650 Fax

For over 30 years, Safemark has built exceptionally engineered safes while 
balancing the unique needs of designers, operators and hotel guests. With an 
impressive global installation base of more than one million safes, Safemark 
is approved and utilized by nearly every major hotel brand with installations 
ranging from luxury to economy properties. 

CONTACT US 

19.5”
(495 mm)

8”
(203 mm)

16.28”
(413 mm)

Includes Keypad

DOOR OPENING
w: 14.5” (368 mm)
h: 6.38” (162 mm)

INTERNAL DIMENSION
d: 13.75” (349 mm)
w: 19.25” (489 mm)
h: 7.25” (184 mm)

LTX-3

*Weight 34 lbs (15.42 kg)
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